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About Your Instructor:
Lisa Robbin Young
Creator: DirectSalesClassroom.com 
Direct Sales Speaker, Coach & Trainer

Founder, The Renaissance Mom, LLC.

Lisa Robbin Young began her direct sales career more than 15 years ago and failed her way to the top. 
Early attempts at using the Internet to grow her business met with incredible resistance, and yielded 
hundreds of dollars in sales each month. That was before web browsers and blogging.

Fast forward to 2010, and you'll find Lisa coaching and training her own direct sales team, as well as 
leading other direct sellers around the world as they grow their business like a real business. Lisa has 
worked with Network Marketing and Party Plan consultants from companies as diverse as Lia Sophia, 
Bodega Chocolates, Tupperware, The Body Shop at Home, Gold Canyon Candles, Partylite, 
Longaberger, Xango, Tahitian Noni, Avon, Waiora, Unicity, Ardyss, and more.

With a knack for pin-pointing trouble and brainstorming solutions that today's direct sales consultants 
need to thrive, Lisa has built an online classroom for every level of direct sales success. Direct Sales 
Classroom hosts thousands of consultants each month from around the world, providing how-to 
strategies that work in today's tough, competitive market.

In addition to founding #dstips on Twitter, Lisa also publishes the popular and highly recommended 
PartyOn! A weekly ezine for direct sales professionals. Get your free business building tips at 
http://www.HomePartySolution.com.

http://search.twitter.com/search?q=dstips
http://www.HomePartySolution.com/
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Direct Sales 104: Secret Sales Strategies
Lesson 6 – Offline Marketing: PR and Media

As we continue our discussion of offline marketing methods, one relatively inexpensive means of 
promoting yourself is through use of the media. Getting yourself on television, in the local paper, or on 
the radio are great ways to boost your local profile and your profits.

Face it, when people see your face on tv or in the paper, it boosts your credibility. People think you're 
some kind of authority or expert. In fact, psychologically speaking, media placements create an 
“implied endorsement” in the minds of the general public. In essence, you are deemed to be an expert 
just because the paper was willing to put your face on their pages. As long as the coverage isn't 
incredibly negative, this kind of local publicity can be enough to increase your number of new 
incoming leads exponentially, and sales significantly.

For example, I was interviewed about my business for a cover story for a section of my local paper. 
Because my face was on the cover of the section – in full color – old friends that I hadn't heard from in 
years re-surfaced to congratulate me on the story – and to buy my products. But not only did old friends 
crop up, so did new clients that had never even heard of me. Our website traffic doubled in the week 
that followed the interview, and sales quadrupled.

Results like that can be addictive, but be aware that media related sales bursts don't last forever. There's 
generally a 1-2 week lifespan on news that's fit to print, and less than that on television or radio. The 
real money is in the follow-up you do after clients visit your site. Many people will reach out to you 
just to learn more. Some will come calling to make you an offer or buy your products. Before you dive 
into media attention, though, you need to do some preparation.

Your Web Site
I'm not talking about your company sponsored, cookie-cutter website. I'm talking about a private 
website that you own where you control the content. This is a site geared to marketing yourself as an 
expert in your chosen field of expertise. If you've read Home Party Solution, you know how important 
this element of your business is. Simply put, you must have a place to capture all the leads that will 
come your way from any media attention. Even in a local media outlet, you could easily get hundreds 
of inquiries about your products or services. You need to be able to handle that kind of traffic. A simple 
autoresponder on a basic website is all you need to get started. We'll talk more about online email 
marketing in a future lesson.

Your Media Kit
This doesn't have to be a big deal when you're getting started. At the very least, you need a professional 
looking color photo – something you'd be proud to see in the local paper or on the 6 o'clock news. 
Notice, I said professional looking, not professionally shot. A simple background that contrasts with 
you and what you're wearing is fine. Head and shoulders is all you need, unless you're a character 
personality like Aunt Barbara. This Tupperware rep dresses up in 1950's drag and portrays Aunt 
Barbara, a coffee klatch chatterbox that's a bit on the raunchy side. Because his costume and 
personality are larger than life, he's sold millions of dollars in Tupperware over the last couple of years, 
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and maximizes every media opportunity he can muster. He has lifestyle shots, which are full-body 
photos of his character in full drag. He even has his own web show, which we'll talk about in a later 
lesson. He has lifestyle shots which feature him “in action” in full drag at a party demonstration. You 
don't need to be Aunt Barbara to get press. In fact, it's better if you're just yourself, and here's why.

Local news makes headlines. It's true. Your local media wants to cover relevant local news in order to 
bring value to their audience. They need local stories of unsung heroes, do-gooders and other positive 
news to counteract the bad news that makes national headlines. By becoming a helpful source of 
information related to your product line, you become a helpful source for local journalists that are 
swamped with stories and not enough time in the day to cover them all.

Local headlines can go viral. If you find yourself on the 6pm news, it possible you might be on youtube 
by the 11pm news, and all over the country by morning. If your story is compelling, makes people say 
wow and want to share it with other people, they will. That's the power of a viral story. Your goal isn't 
to create a viral story, however. Your goal is to stay in front of your target market. And by now, you 
should have a good idea of who they are.

Which brings up another point. If your target market isn't watching the local news, don't neglect the 
media, but don't spend a lot of time on this strategy. Find out what periodicals and publications they 
ARE reading and submit your press releases there for maximum impact. It's harder to get coverage in a 
national magazine, but if your story is compelling enough and applicable to their readership, you could 
find yourself with a headline all your own inside their pages.

In addition to a photo, you'll need a bio of some kind. Again, this doesn't have to be extensive or flashy. 
It's not a resume. This is a brief overview of what makes you qualified to speak on the topic or topics in 
which you claim to be an expert. Any special industry awards or recognition from authoritative 
industries can help augment this level of expert status in the mind of the journalist. If the journalist 
thinks you're credible, you've got a much better chance of getting a story written about you.

The photo and bio are the minimum requirements of your media kit. Additional poses, interview 
questions and a list of speaking topics, as well as endorsements, testimonials, and other supplemental 
information can come in handy, but for now, the photo and bio are all you need. Create a page on your 
website for the media to learn more about you. They just may want to contact you. Just having a page 
like this lets people know you're an authoritative professional ready to speak on your area of expertise. 
Start posting additional content there as you collect it. Archived copies of all your press releases should 
go there as well. Check the classroom for a link to my media page for an example.

Selected Articles or Write a Book
In Home Party Solution, we talk a lot about the power of article marketing and how writing articles sets 
you apart in your market place. Those articles can be useful in your media kit, but also to submit to 
your local newspapers if they're looking for an expert in your field. Quality articles can populate your 
blog, be used in your email campaigns, and in general give you a more professional appearance in the 
marketplace. Write enough solid, content-rich articles, and you could publish a book to give to hosts as 
party gifts. That's what I did.
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My very first book was a primer on the shelf life of cosmetics. Not a very sexy topic, but I had enough 
research from the skin care company I represented that I was able to compile a short book that outlined 
the need-to-know facts about how long you can keep that mascara before throwing it out.

When my hosts and guest heard I had written a book on a topic related to skin care, they were even 
more impressed with my general knowledge and considered me to be even more of an expert. Listen to 
the bonus audio in the classroom about writing a book for more ideas.

Creating Press Releases
When it comes time to reach out to the media, you'll need to craft a press release to announce your 
news. According to John Jantsch, author of Duct Tape Marketing, “the press release is still the 
workhorse of your PR program. But, John also adds that you can't expect miracles with a single press 
release. According to John, “You cannot simply write a press release and send it off to the media and 
expect coverage. The press release is just a piece of your entire PR system, but very little will happen 
until you understand how to craft an effective press release.”

You can visit the press release samples in the bonus section of the classroom for examples that have 
actually been used for both online and offline PR campaigns.

The good news is that, for many of you, your home office may already be writing press releases on 
your behalf. All you'd then need to do is replace the company information with your own pertinent 
details in the body of the document and submit it to your local press. If your company doesn't create 
press releases for field use, here are some ideas about topics you could write a press release about:

• Achieving a new level of leadership in your company (getting a promotion)
• Special recognition from the company
• Attending national conference or other special training
• New product or catalog releases
• Special events or opportunity meetings
• Welcoming new team members to your organization
• Achieving lifetime sales goals
• Company anniversary
• Other business milestones
• Community donations or civic involvement
• Current events (if you have a special angle)

As you can see, there are a lot of potential topics that might make news in your community. The 
smaller your community, the better your chances for coverage on these topics, but in general, any time 
you've got something newsworthy to share, you should put together a press release to let your local 
media know more about it. You probably won't get coverage every time you send a release, but the 
more often journalists see your name come across their desk, the more likely they are to want to find 
out more about you.
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There are at least two warnings that you need to know about sending a press release. The first is to only 
send the release to the correct journalist. Don't blanket a media outlet by sending the release to 
everyone in the company. If your article relates to fashion, send it to the fashion editor. If it relates to 
women's issues, send it to the editor of the lifestyle or women's section. The key is to target your 
releases. You may, in fact, have a story that could take multiple angles. For example, attending your 
national convention could be local business, women's issues, or even lifestyle. Tailor your release to 
each specific audience. Don't just send the exact same release to all three editors. You'll get ignored 
quickly.

Second, make sure you're writing objectively. A press release shares facts, and may have a quote or 
two, but for the most part it reveals content that covers the 5W's of journalism:

• Who
• What
• When
• Where
• Why
• and How

Quotes can be useful for sharing enthusiasm or giving the release some personality, but under no 
circumstances should your quotes come across as pitch-heavy. In that case, you'll have a “media pitch” 
on your hands, not a press release, and journalists will treat it as such. Look in the classroom for a 
bonus article that explains the differences between press releases and media pitches.

Your Media List
This is almost as important as your media kit. Once you've created a media kit, you've got to have 
someone to share it with. That's what the media list is all about. This is a list of media contacts – radio 
program directors, journalists, newspaper editors and even bloggers – that want to report on stories 
related to your area of expertise. In small to mid-sized communities, you can often find email and other 
contact information for those folks right on their website, or at the bottom of their most recent article. 
It's getting easier and easier to reach these people at a local level. If you absolutely can't find the 
contact information for a journalist, or you're not sure who you would contact, call the office of the 
media source and ask.

“Who would I contact regarding a story about women in business?”
“Who is the right contact for a story about green living?”
“Who at the paper would be the right person to send press releases to regarding new kitchen 
cookware?”
“Is there a journalist that covers home decorating or interior design? Who would that be?”

The office admin is almost always happy to oblige. In short, journalists need your information. They 
need to show a balanced view of the news, so if you have an angle on a current event, or you can share 
expertise, you're making the journalist's job easier. If you're a local, you've got an advantage because 
local media prefer to feature local residents whenever possible. It's to their benefit to provide a credible 
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local source for their information, if they can.

As you begin to build a list of local sources, you may also begin to build a list of national journalists. 
Sites like HelpAReporter.com provides free publicity options up to three times a day. Granted, this can 
become a full-time job in and of itself, and it's best not to start here until you've got your media gear 
together, but there are publicity opportunities popping up all the time on a national level. Keep a 
spreadsheet and update it regularly. Journalists – especially freelancers – may move from one 
periodical to another.

As you create press releases, be sure to post them online, too. Sites like pressexposure.com and 
pitchengine.com can help you gain online exposure for those off-line releases. They work best when 
you have a web site of your own you can link to.

Create a PR Campaign
By now you see the value of press releases, and you also know that sending one release probably won't 
put you on the map. The key to success is to create a pr campaign.

For a recent event in our local community, I partnered with a local non-profit that fixes up homes in the 
area for low-income families and the elderly. We created an event to raise funds for the organization, as 
well as bring in exposure for the good work they do in the community. Each year a few hundred 
volunteers quietly go about their work fixing up a handful of homes for a one-week period in June. 
Here's how we leveraged that one event into a full-scale PR campaign that benefited not only the 
organization, but my company as well. We scheduled and sent out a series of press releases leading up 
to the week-long fix-up event. These are the releases we sent:

• announcing the alliance between my company and the non-profit
• announcing a fundraising event for the non-profit
• announcing the celebrity guest speaker for the fundraising event
• announcing a call for sponsors and advertisers for the event
• announcing the lead community sponsor for the event
• announcing tickets on sale for the event
• announcing even half full
• announcing additional guests at event
• announcing public figures (mayor, senators) to speak at event
• announcing sold-out status of event
• reminding folks they can still volunteer to help fix homes
• announcing total funds raised and total homes slated to be repaired
• announcing final results of the event and special happenings during week of fix-ups.

Every little piece of news was turned into a press release. The releases were scheduled to go out about 
every 2 weeks until the event. This is how you gather lots of local interest for your event. You can do 
the same for your own business.
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When you start to create a PR campaign, think about what it is you're trying to promote. Perhaps it's a 
St. Patrick's Day event that features new spring products, and will be a fundraiser for a local school. 
Here are a few suggestions for titles you could use to create a campaign:

“(Your Town) – area business woman helps local school see green” - this release would talk about the 
partnership with the school and the need to invest in your local community.
“St. Patrick's Day Fundraiser to feature new products from XYZ company” - this release talks about the 
new spring products and how this will be the first chance in the area for the public to try these new 
products up close.
“Raising of The Green for St. Patty's Day” - here you'd share the specifics of the event, tickets, if 
required, and how many people in the community will be able to participate (like “only 100 tickets 
remain for this event”)
“Local elementary school finds pot of gold at end of St. Patty's Day Rainbow” - this release is for after 
the event, with quotes from the school, and possibly a few kids or their parents. Here, you'd talk about 
the results from the event and provide a picture or two in case the media didn't attend the event.

These four release ideas could be customized for just about any project or newsworthy event. You are 
only limited by your imagination.

In our next lesson, we'll take a closer look at creating your customer experience. Now that you've got 
all these clients beating a path to your door, what exactly are they getting when they get there?


